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However, Mark didn’t know all of this.

Of course, he just doesn’t care. Otherwise, with the power of the Dragon Temple, it
would not be easy to collect some information.

Today’s Mark, the only thing he cares about is his grievances with the Chu Family.

In a blink of an eye, a month passed in a hurry.

Mark’s betrayal of the Noirfork Military Region with the Qinglong people gradually
spread to the Gritsberg Army.

Knowing that Lu Tianhe and Fang Shaohong were at this time, they were immediately
shocked.

That night, Lu Tianhe drove to the Noirfork Military Region, preparing to confront the
commander of the Military Region, Wuyang.

“Where is the military commander?”

“Why is the Samurai?!”

As soon as Lu Tianhe arrived at the Noirfork Military Region, he went straight to the
headquarters. After pushing the door open, he called Commander Wu.

“presumptuous!”

“Lu Tianhe, an important place in the military region, is that where you yelled?”

“Don’t think that you are a member of the Gritsberg Military Region, so you can ignore
the superiors and inferiority, and even the military commander will not pay attention to
it?”

“This is Noirfork, not Gritsberg, let alone a place where you go wild!”

“I want to find the military commander, give me respect!”



There was no Wu Yang in the room, only Orell Lin and a few of his men were dealing
with military affairs here.

Seeing that Lu Tianhe was so rude, Orell Lin suddenly angered and sternly scolded.

However, Lu Tianhe didn’t pay attention to Orell Lin’s words at all, so he asked where
Wu Yang was.

“The military commander is not here. If you have anything, please report directly to me.”
Orell Lin commanded Lu Tianhe in a high-pitched arrogant tone.

“I can’t talk to you, I’ll ask you again, what about Wu Si?” Lu Tianhe didn’t give Orell Lin
a good face, and directly replied.

“You~” Orell Lin was so angry that Lu Tianhe was so despised, he was about to attack.

At this time, a few people walked in from outside, and the one who was approaching
was Wu Yang.

“What are you shouting here?”

“I heard the noise all over the world. As a military commander, he doesn’t care about his
image at all. Don’t you feel ashamed or ashamed?” Wu Yang said unhappy.

After that, Wu Yang glared at Lu Tianhe again: “As soon as I came back, I was making
trouble here. Why, I think our Noirfork Temple is small and can’t accommodate your big
Buddha?

However, Lu Tianhe ignored Wu Yang’s reprimand and asked anxiously: “Commander,
did you really force the instructor Chu and Qinglong away?”

“So what. Ye Fande is uncoordinated. As the commander of the military region, it is
reasonable to remove him. As for the Qinglong, a group of wastes that cannot be
supported by mud are left in the military region and are just moths.”

what?

“Commander, you are confused!” Lu Tianhe was heartbroken.

“Commander Wu, do you know that instructor Chu was invited by me with great pains,
and his ability is praised by General Ye with both hands.”

“If he is not worthy of virtue, then in this hot summer, there will be no one who is worthy
of the post of instructor of this military region.”

“But you, just forced him away?”



“How can you be so impulsive, so good at making opinions. At least, before you make a
decision, you should also discuss with me~”

“Now the instructor Chu is gone, and Qinglong is gone. In the military area special
forces competition two months later, what are you going to do?”

Lu Tianhe was full of bitterness, anger and sorrow in his heart.

Angrily, Wu Yang has no eyes but no talent.

The sad thing is that the most powerful man he finally invited was forced away by Wu
Yang?
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“shut up!”

“Lu Tianhe, pay attention to your identity.”

“This is Noirfork, not Gritsberg.”

“And you are just an instructor, not a commander of the armed forces.”

“It’s not my turn to ask you for advice on what decision I Wuyang makes!”

“Also, I have enough to give you face.”

“Otherwise, that night, I will not just expel the bastard as simple as that, but shoot him on
the spot!”

“He killed my important officials and disobeyed the majesty of this commander in public.
According to military law, he should be put to death directly.”

“As for the military area competition, you don’t need to worry too much. I have already
cultivated another team, which is stronger than the Qinglong group of trash, but it is not
weak, and it can be replaced!”

What happened to Mark made Wu Yang very angry.

This month, he finally let go of this matter, but this Lu Tianhe actually mentioned it again,
and even ran over to question him, Wu Yang was naturally angry, and he screamed at
Landing Tianhe with a cold face.

At the end of hearing, Lu Tianhe laughed furiously.

“Shoot on the spot?”



“Just put to death?”

“Hahaha~”

“Hahaha~”

“Huh? Lu Tianhe, what are you laughing at?” Lu Tianhe’s laughter made Wu Yang even
more unhappy, and asked sharply.

“What am I laughing at?”

“I laugh at you for being arrogant, laughing at you with no eyes!”

“Unfortunately, you are still a military commander, but you don’t know what is right and
what is wrong.”

“Before I came, I knew that Solmen Chen was killed because he abused Qinglong and
wanted to kill Taishan and others. He was killed on his own merits, and he was more
than guilty!”

“As for the execution of Instructor Chu, it is even more ridiculous.”

“You don’t know the majesty of the Chu instructor, let alone the martial arts power.”

“I can guarantee that if you ordered the shooting that night, the person who died was
definitely not Instructor Chu, but you.”

“A group of frogs at the bottom of the well want to live and die as Master Master, it’s so
stupid!”

“Presumptuous, Lu Tianhe, you are so courageous, you dare to call me a frog at the
bottom of the well, saying that I am ignorant and stupid? You Gritsberg Military Region,
do you want to build an army with us?” Wu Yang flushed with anger and pointed to the
landing. Tianhe’s nose shouted angrily.

“Also build a fart!”

“Instructor Chu and Qinglong let you idiots be forced away, what else do you use to build
a special team?”

“At the beginning I was really blind, and even agreed to let you idiots of Noirfork Military
Region join us to build a team.”

“Today, I, Lu Tianhe, announced that we will suspend all cooperation with the Noirfork
Military Region and withdraw from the team’s joint construction plan.”

“My Gritsberg Military Region, I would rather stand on my own, build my own team, and
never cooperate with this group of idiots!”



“Farewell!”

Lu Tianhe uttered angrily, and his low anger sounded like a thunderstorm, shaking the
entire room.

After speaking, Lu Tianhe furiously walked away.

“You~you~”

Lu Tianhe said these words too much, not only scolding Wuyang idiots, but also directly
severing cooperation with the Noirfork Military Region.

At that time, Wu Yang was almost mad, and he never expected that this Lu Tianhe
would also be so offensive against him for a Mark.

“Good you Lu Tianhe, good self-supporting you~”

“Go away, go away~”

“I, Wuyang, don’t bother to cooperate with you!”

In the room, Wu Yang looked red and yelled angrily in the direction where Wu Yang had
left.

In the end, perhaps because of a rush of fire, Wu Yang turned black and trembled all
over, and finally fell directly to the ground, fainted with anger.

“Commander~”

“fast!”

“Send to the hospital~”

Orell Lin and others were shocked and hurriedly sent people to the hospital for rescue.

As for Lu Tianhe, he didn’t look back, and soon went away.
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